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their church membership as a protective shelter or as a tool for shaping and
reshaping their environment. After city riots, many urban Mormons found
themselves faced with the "Back to Zion" syndrome. It was argued whether
one should return to the place of one's birth (be it Malad or Salt Lake City),
whether one should prepare for the big move to Missouri (no doubt creating
a Mormon version of "Resurrection City"), or whether one should seek pro-
tection by living the good life and "standing in holy places." Big city problems
cause many such expansions and contractions.

It may be that the secular tension producing all of these problems-may
be relieved by a group of mediators now growing up in the Church. This
group, composed of faithful Mormons experienced in the mores of the world,
will act as bridge between the Utah-oriented leadership of the past and present,
and the more cosmopolitan leadership of the future. This group, dynamic
and understanding of urban life styles, will combine all the best qualities of
Headquarters and Periphery, creating a new world-wide brotherhood.

This section attempts to deal with several of the questions raised above
with an eye toward future articles on other topics. Planned for Winter is a
study of the causes of city riots and their effects on Mormons, by Royal Shipp;
an analysis of civil disobedience and its relation to law and order, by Dallin
Oaks; and an interview with Harvey Cox. It is hoped that articles in the future
will look into the woman's role in city building, the effects of mass communi-
cations and public relations, the big city universities and Mormons who at-
tend them, the impact of the city on missionary work (and vice versa). A future
issue will be devoted to international Mormons in cities throughout the world.
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